Abstract-The wide variety of software development tools available today have a great potential to improve the way developers make software, but that potential goes unfulfilled when developers are not aware of useful tools. In this paper, I introduce the idea of continuous social screencasting, a novel mechanism to help developers gain awareness of relevant tools by enabling them to learn remotely and asychronously from their peers. The idea builds on the strength of several existing techniques that developers already use for discovering new tools, including screencasts and online social networks.
I. MOTIVATION
One way that software developers can cope with the challenges of building increasingly complex and sophisticated software is by using software development tools. Such tools come in many forms: as shortcuts in editors, as stand-alone command-line programs, and as plugins, features, and views in integrated development environments. Tools range from very high-level and broad, such as profilers, to very low-level and specific, such as hotkeys for navigating to a variable definition. Both research and practice suggest that tools can improve software quality and reduce development time (for example, Ko and Myers' Whyline [2] ).
Despite the benefits that tools offer, many software developers only use a small subset of the available tools. For instance, based on data collected automatically in the Eclipse integrated development environment from hundreds of thousands of software developers, of the more than 1100 commands that are available in Eclipse, on average developers use only 42 of them. 1 While we obviously should not expect developers to use 100% of the available tools, even tools that are widely useful are underused. For example, consider the Open Resource tool in Eclipse that enables developers to open files with only a few keystrokes. The benefits of this tool are probably the reason that it was listed as the first command on the highly popular blog post, "10 Eclipse Navigation Shortcuts Every Java Programmer Should Know" There are many barriers to developers' use of tools, including reliability, usability, and interoperability, yet one barrier is common to all tools: the discoverability barrier. The discoverability barrier is when a software developer is not aware of a tool, either because she cannot find the tool to solve her problem or because she is not aware that she has a problem that the tool could solve. This barrier is significant and growing, given the thousands of both built-in and plugin tools to modern development environments. Worsening the problem, developers sometimes have to choose between several alternative tools designed to solve the same problem [5] .
Murphy-Hill and Murphy's previous research suggests that one of the most effective ways software developers discover new tools is from their peers [6] . Specifically, during peer interaction, one developer learns from a peer during normal work activities. Peer interaction can happen in one of two modes: peer observation or peer recommendation. During peer observation, a developer observes another developer using a tool that she did not know about. During peer recommendation, a developer observes a tool not being used by a peer, and the developer recommends that the peer use that tool.
Peer interaction is effective primarily because developers who interact trust one another, where, for the purposes of tool discovery, trust means that a developer can quickly assess the relevance of a tool by comparing her own working style with the peer's working style [6] . Unfortunately, despite its effectiveness, Murphy-Hill and Murphy's research suggests that peer interaction also occurs rarely, relative to other modes of discovery, such as exploring an IDE's userinterface. It is rare because it generally does not occur when developers work in different locations or during different times than their peers.
II. CONTINUOUS SOCIAL SCREENCASTING
Continuous social screencasting is an idea that capitalizes on the benefits of peer interaction, yet allows developers to discover tools from remote and asynchronous peers. The essence of the idea is that a screencast continually records a developers' actions in a development environment. By comparing the toolsets used by each developer in a community, screencasts that depict those tools being used To explain the idea of continuous social screencasting in more detail, consider an example of three hypothetical software developers, Archibald, Cuthbert, and Obediah. Suppose they are using a system that implements continuous social screencasting, as shown in Figure 1 . Let us focus on how the system works from Cuthbert's perspective.
On each developer's machine, client software continually monitors and records two streams of information: which tools the developers use at what point in time and a screencast of the developer's work. The screencast is captured by taking screenshots at specific events in a developer's work, such as when she presses a button or clicks the mouse. Both streams are stored locally on the developer's machine ( Figure 1A) . The tool-use stream is also stored on a central server, along with tool-use streams from other developers ( Figure 1B ), much like community knowledge repositories have been used to store other types of software development data, such as reusable components [8] . Each developer is assigned a unique network identifier (cm1, cm2, and cm3), enabling the developers to contact one another.
Cuthbert's client then asks for recommendations from the server. When the server receives this request, it runs a recommender algorithm, such as collaborative filtering or sequential data mining. The algorithm produces two different recommendation sets, one based on tools that Cuthbert does not know (call it UnKn) and one based on tools that Cuthbert does know (call it Kn). For each tool returned that Cuthbert does not know, the server includes the network identifier for a user who does know that tool. The returned network identifiers correspond to the system's estimate of which community members the requesting developer will trust most, giving higher rankings to members (1) in the same community sub-groups, such as developers in the same team or company, (2) with a previous history of screencast sharing, and (3) with higher community-provided reputation scores. As a simple example, the server might return the recommendations shown in Figure 1C .
Using UnKn, Cuthbert's client can contact one of the people in the community to ask if he can see an example of them using a tool Cuthbert does not know. For instance, the client might ask if cm1 (Archibald) is willing to share an episode of him using tool Tc ( Figure 1D ). If Archibald consents, the system can search through Archibald's tooluse stream, find an instance of Archibald using Tc recently, use the timestamp in the tool-use stream as an index into the video stream, extract an episode of that tool use, then send the episode back to Cuthbert. In viewing the episode, Cuthbert sees the tool being used in a real situation on a real codebase.
Using the tools recommended in Kn, Cuthbert can express his pride in his tool knowledge by contacting one of the people in the community and ask to share an episode of tool use. For instance, he might make this offer to cm3 (Obediah), sending Obediah a recent episode of his own use of the tool ( Figure 1E ). Obediah then learns about the tool from Cuthbert via the episode. In addition to contacting specific people in the community, if Cuthbert feels his knowledge of the tool may be useful to others, he can share the episode with a wider community by publishing it to the server. The server, acting as a screencast repository, can then help Cuthbert share the episode through websites such as Facebook, a blog, or Vimeo ( Figure 1F ).
Continuous social screencasting is a promising approach to solving the tool underuse problem because it allows developers to:
• discover tools remotely by sharing screencasts episodes with non-collocated peers; and
• discover tools from peers who work asynchronously by storing and indexing tool usage episodes for later search;
• discover relevant tools by suggesting tools that similar community members also use, based on recommender system algorithms;
• discover tools serendipitously by enabling them to discover tools that they did not know they needed;
• discover tools from trusted by enabling developers to leverage relationships with existing peers and build new relationships with other community members.
III. RELATED WORK
Like most new ideas, continuous social screencasting builds on work in several areas. Three aspects of the idea are discussed here, but they are discussed only briefly due to space limitations. First, the continuous monitoring aspect builds on life logging technologies in the field of pervasive computing [1] . Second, the indexed-stream aspect, where a tool use history gives semantics to a screencast, builds on recent work in the D-Macs system, which was created to help designers avoid repetition by capturing and sharing action sequences [4] . Third, the development screencast aspect builds on video sites such as PeepCode, 4 a collection of professionally-produced screencasts for web development.
Although the idea of continuous social screencasting builds on this existing work, it does so in a novel, synergistic way. More specifically, while continuous monitoring, video stream indexing, and screencasts have been explored in prior work, they have never before been combined to help people overcome the discoverability barrier.
IV. CHALLENGES
Continuous social screencasting may be a promising idea to enable developers to discover useful tools, but a system that implements it will face at least three challenges. Privacy. One of the most significant research challenges is privacy. While modern developers are used to sharing information such as bug reports and source code, the technological jump to sharing screencasts may be a proposition that developers will balk at. Specifically, developers may only want to share screencasts with some people, and may only want to share some kinds of information in those screencasts.
To help software developers select who can and who cannot view their screencasts, such a system would initially require developers to either grant or deny individual sharing requests. Because such explicit granting can be tedious, the system could support user-defined community subgroups, so access can be granted or denied to entire groups through blacklisting and whitelisting.
To help software developers select what information is shared in screencasts, the system could support blacklisting and whitelisting of tools and tool groups. The system could support manual and automatic obfuscation of source code in the screencasts, so that a developer's source code can remain private. This is especially important in situations where developers are working on closed-source code yet they wish to share tool knowledge with outside developers.
Quality. Another research challenge is that automatically created screencasts may not be detailed enough to help a viewer understand why a tool is useful. However, the system could implement several mechanisms to ensure that the screencasts are sufficiently informative. First, the screencasts could not only depict the tool in use, but also a few seconds of context from before and after the use, because understanding a tool's cause and effect is important [6] . Second, the screencasts could collect or automatically generate metadata, such as which keystrokes invoke a tool, and links to helpful resources.
Timing. A third challenge is that if developers are interrupted with tool recommendations, they may find the system annoying and not use it again. Systems that recommend tools, such as Microsoft Clippy, 5 have faced significant criticism because they frequently interrupt software users' workflow to deliver a recommendation at the wrong time.
The system could implement several mechanisms to make sure that recommendations are not delivered at the wrong time. First, the system could use negotiated interruption [3] , where the user is not forced to deal with an interruption immediately. Second, the system could identify quiescent periods (times when the developer is inactive) and displacement activities [7] (activities undertaken to avoid unpleasant work) as unobtrusive times to present recommendations.
V. STATUS AND FUTURE WORK
My research group is currently building a prototype that implements continuous social screencasting. The system is 5 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Office Assistant a plugin to Eclipse, capturing screencasts by taking screen captures on user interface events and capturing tool history using Mylyn Monitor. 6 In joint work with Gail Murphy, we have determined that by modeling the patterns by which developers learn new tools, we can make good recommendations for useful tools to developers. Once a prototype is built, we can explore the conditions necessary for distributed developers to discover useful tools, and in turn whether usage of those tools yields better software. Continuous social screencasting may be useful in other contexts as well. For instance, it may be useful to help developers answer questions about the provenance of and rationale behind existing code, to help enhance the process of reporting and replicating bugs, and to help users of other complex software learn about the features of that software.
